We engineer meaningful technology solutions to help businesses and societies flourish.

Make Digital Real | Execute Smart
**FAST FACTS**

- **Mindtree Minds**: 20,000
- **Annualized Revenue**: $1B
- **Active Clients**: 349
- **Kalinga Global Learning Center**: 2,500 minds trained annually
- **No of BOTS**: 576

**Global offices**

- **43 offices across 17 countries**

**NORTH AMERICA**

- Chicago, IL
- Cleveland, OH
- Dallas, TX
- Gainesville, FL
- Los Angeles, CA
- Minneapolis, MN
- New York, NY
- Phoenix, AZ

**EUROPE**

- Basel, Switzerland
- Brussels, Belgium
- Cologne, Germany
- Dublin, Ireland
- London, UK
- Munich, Germany
- Paris, France
- Solna, Sweden
- Vianen, Netherlands

**ASIA**

- Dubai, UAE
- Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
- Singapore
- Sydney, Australia
- Shanghai, China
- Tokyo, Japan

**INDIA**

- Bangalore
- Bhubaneswar
- Chennai
- Hyderabad
- Pune
Mindtree recognized as an Innovator in Avasant’s Applied Intelligence and Advanced Analytics Services RadarView™ Report

Magnet360, Mindtree’s Salesforce practice, named Leader for providing Professional Services for SF Sales and Service Cloud (USA) in the ISG Provider Lens Quadrant Report 2019

Mindtree has been placed on The Best of The Global Outsourcing 100® list by the International Association of Outsourcing Professionals (IAOP)

YOUR TRUSTED PARTNER

Mindtree Named Leader in Overall Digital Services and Across Six Categories in Zinnov Zones for Digital Services 2019

CLIENTS SPEAK

Matt Nyquist, CIO of Population Health at Optum, talks about how Mindtree helped deliver their products more efficiently and effectively

METRONOM explains how Mindtree helped build their highly responsive and digital-ready supplier collaboration platform
WE HELP GROW YOUR BUSINESS

DIGITAL
- Driving omnichannel customer experience
- Creating unmatched personalized experiences
- Modernizing the ecosystem by converging devices, processes and data
- Harnessing the power of data with strong analytics and visualization
- Fostering innovation with Digital Pumpkin, our digital innovation labs
- Utilize the Internet of Things and Evolve Digital to be the Intelligent and Autonomous Digital Next

CLOUD
- Developing inclusive strategies for cloud deployment and prioritization
- Building agile, cloud-first environment that align with business objectives
- Optimizing hybrid clouds for utmost availability

ENGINEERING & R&D
- Short-range Wireless and Bluetooth Services
- Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) Services
- Embedded Intelligence Services

SUCCESS STORIES
- Avis builds high revenue websites and apps through rightsourcing
- How Purina achieved sales, marketing and alignment with Innovative cross cloud solution

INSIGHTS
- Test Engineering Transformation drives $7M cost savings for a leading US Airline
- Ecolab gains competitive edge with Salesforce IoT
## WE HELP RUN YOUR BUSINESS

### OPERATIONS

- Automation
- Test Engineering
- ATLAS™ Managed Services
- Infrastructure Management
- Integrated Services Powered by Composable Automated Platform for Enterprises

### SUCCESS STORIES

- **SITA** rolls out financial transformation program across 300 entities in just 2 years
- **KPN** improves services and lowers costs across Europe using IT

### ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE

- Adobe
- Salesforce
- Microsoft
- SAP
- Oracle
- Sitecore
- Amazon Web Services
- Backbase

### IT CONSULTING

- Agile
- Application Development and Support
- DevOps
- Information Strategy & Governance
- IT Operations & Strategy
- Quality Assurance Strategy & Process

### INSIGHTS

- Automation can enhance the human shopping experience
- The 7 most underrated technology trends for 2017
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (CSR)

MINDTREE CSR FRAMEWORK
Direct CSR | CSR through Mindtree Foundation | Supporting through individual social responsibility

Create sustainable livelihood opportunities
Benefit the differently abled
Promote Education
Voluntary engagement

I GOT GARBAGE
This is a cloud based technology platform to disseminate information on waste segregation, offer assistance in system training, on-boarding and technical support including engaging all stakeholders in upcoming programs.

- Total waste recycled – 5 million kilograms
- Impacted lives of 58,930 individuals
- Environmental impact – 20,111 trees, 5.5 million electric units, 25,446 cubic meters of water and 9209 liters of fuel saved in less than one year.

Mindtree.org has been recognized by Fast Company as a 2019 World Changing Ideas Award honoree in the ‘Developing World Technology’ category!
VALUES WE LIVE BY
COLLABORATIVE Spirit | EXPERT Thinking | UNRELENTING Dedication

OUR HEADQUARTERS

USA
25 Independence blvd. Suite 401
Warren, NJ 07059 USA
Ph: +1 908 604 8080 | Fax: +1 908 604 7887

INDIA
Global village, RVCE post, Mysore road
Bengaluru - 560 059, Karnataka, India
Ph: +91 80 6706 4000 | Fax: +91 80 6706 4100